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Abstract: This article focuses on literary texts and writings by copyright polemists—those arguing for and against stronger copyright protection—during the eighteenth century. The metaphor of the text as a tract of land has been cited by other commentators on copyright history but has not been examined closely. Working through a series of writings on imitation and derivative use, the article shows how the metaphor seemed initially to provide an ideal basis for demanding stronger copyright protection and for policing piracy and derivative uses more aggressively, but turned out, in some writers’ hands, to offer yet another means of portraying the literary marketplace as endlessly expansive. Henry Fielding, in his literary journalism, insisted that there was always “room for one more” even in a crowded marketplace, and he invoked a series of legal doctrines to defend the practice of inter-commoning and even poaching on a “neighbour” writer’s land. Far from dictating a particular view of the law, the metaphors of copyright are always capable of being revised and reinterpreted to support the writer’s own perspective.
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The study of bookselling is as difficult as the law, and there are as many tricks in the one as the other.

—Henry Fielding¹
Absent-minded thinkers are said to be possessed by an idea, preoccupied by their speculations, but can we reverse the terms, confining the thoughts rather than the thinker? In his dissent in *Millar v. Taylor* (1769), Justice Joseph Yates rejects this view: “The occupancy of a thought,” he declares, “would be a new kind of occupancy indeed.” Yates challenges the view that copyright may be seen as a form of property, insisting that no one can appropriate “a set of ideas which have no bounds or marks whatever.”² Others, however, have not agreed that ideas are ineligible for legal protection.³ Perhaps Alan Coren exaggerates the territorial anxiety of the professoriate in his tale of a research team so intent on protecting their Guggenheim grant that they hire a hit man to prevent a rival from discovering whether George Crabbe was “last of the Augustans or first of the Romantics,”⁴ but some may suspect that Coren’s error has more to do with the research budget of even the best-funded humanities projects than with the possessive impulses of their participants. David Lodge contemplates a similar effort, undertaken with all the malice of a hatchet job, when his character Morris Zapp, in *Chasing Places*, plans an “utterly exhaustive” commentary on Austen, “examin[ing] the novels from every conceivable angle” so as to foreclose any future research: “After Zapp, the rest would be silence.”⁵ In these stories, academic inquiry belongs to such a limited sphere that any given question generates only one conceivable procedure and answer. Under these straitened circumstances, the rule of publish or perish takes on a new meaning.⁶

Yet many writers show no concern about preemptive effects, instead taking the view that the literary marketplace can accommodate anyone who is not simply making verbatim copies of another’s work. The similarities might instead promote business all around, as Samuel Johnson recognized when he observed that two books on the same subject would “do good to one another”: “Some will buy the one, some the other, and compare them; and so a talk is made about a thing, and the books are sold.”⁷ No doubt Johnson’s view was informed by his exposure to a wide variety of authorial roles and practices in the course of his career as a writer, journalist, editor, and compiler.⁸ Though known for his pragmatism about money as an inducement to write, Johnson also defended the practice of abridgement and was on occasion a silent collaborator on others’ projects.⁹ Notably, despite his reputation as one of the first professional writers,¹⁰ Johnson never tried to collect his writings and to publish them as his *Works*—the defining act of a modern literary career, according to some historians.
The difference between “works” and “writings” roughly corresponds to the difference between a view that gives the writer sole responsibility for a unique invention and a view that places writer and text in a more interactive sphere where others are pursuing similar efforts. The term “works,” first used self-reflexively by the intensely proprietary Ben Jonson, appeals to a proto-Lockean notion of labor as the basis of textual identity, while also subordinating the creative process to focus attention on the final product, the granite edifice that enshrines the author’s reputation. Among eighteenth-century writers, Alexander Pope was particularly concerned about the publication of his works; near the end of his life, he told his would-be biographer, “I must make a perfect edition of my works; and then shall have nothing to do but to die.” Those who characterize their output more modestly as “writings” emphasize neither the magnitude of their achievement nor the laboriousness of composition, but the residue of continuous activity that inheres in the participial may make the author’s industry more salient: the term that declines to classify literary production as labor is also the one to hint that an author’s work is never done, that writing continues into the present, as if the imperfect verb has become an imperfect noun still capable of further amendment. “Writings” seem only a step above working drafts that might be rearranged or refashioned without concern for textual integrity; to call something a “work,” on the other hand, is to render it inviolable, like a private estate, and it is no coincidence that collected editions often take their series name from the author’s residence.

This way of associating a writer’s home and collected output suggests a variant on the notion of the “literary estate.” The phrase appears to have been first used in the mid-eighteenth century, in The Adventures of Author (1767), an anonymous portrayal of the Grub Street end of the literary profession. In one of the novel’s many comic confrontations, Folio, a publisher, hurls a bundle of pamphlets into the wind and jokingly tells their author, Hyper, that they have been “published” because “now . . . they are made public enough, without the expence of advertising.” Hyper, however, misses the “bon mot,” because he is “too busy in gathering up . . . his literary estate” as he tries to retrieve the quickly disappearing pamphlets. As the context shows, the phrase is just one more in a series of literalistic jokes about authors and publishers, books and the marketplace. (The characterization of a deceased author’s unpublished manuscripts as “literary remains” seems to have developed around the same time.) Similarly punning or self-conscious uses continued to appear through
the end of the century and beyond. Thus, for example, in an attack on William Mason for seeking to arrogate Gray’s poems by editing them, William Murray wrote in 1777 that Gray “made a present of his poems to the public. And not making a property of them himself, never dreamt that another person was to erect them into a literary estate, to the exclusion of his heirs.” In this image, the exclusive property that has been erected against the poet’s wishes is a private tract, offensively fenced off against trespassers. Similarly, a few years later Johnson and Steevens could write that Shakespeare’s contributions in co-authored plays are so visible that “[i]f they are to be regarded as land-marks to ascertain our author’s property, . . . we must . . . adjudge the whole literary estate to him.” Not until the latter part of the nineteenth century was a writer’s “literary estate” habitually invoked, without the extended metaphors in these examples, as a formula for copyrightable material passed on to heirs. The equation between books and real estate, which today is barely audible in the phrase, seems to have figured prominently in its origins.

Others have discussed the metaphorics of real estate in copyright law, but two important points have been overlooked in these accounts. First, although the characterization of a text as an estate has old roots, its frequent and emphatic invocation in the eighteenth century was not an inevitable result of the greater attention focused on rights in texts prompted by the Statute of Anne (1710). While perhaps appearing to function as an uncontroversial description, the real-estate metaphor offered the booksellers a means of actively facilitating the view of copyright that met their needs—the view that printing rights should be regarded as a form of property. This view could plausibly be derived from the Statute of Anne, but was not readily apparent from a reading of the statute. The booksellers had good reasons for trying to define the debate over copyright protection in terms that would promote their characterization of the literary marketplace as a limited space, so that they might define the frame in which disputes over copying and imitation would be understood. Second, although the booksellers were largely successful in suggesting that real estate provided a natural analogy for literary ownership, some writers resisted the implication that the literary universe can accommodate only a certain amount of overlap or competition. This contrarian version of the metaphor was by no means the one that prevailed rhetorically, but its use helps to show that even the logic seemingly implicit in the trope did not provide the only way to make sense of it.
The metaphorical association between literary and landed property was already well-established in English legal idiom, which had used the term “estate” since the early seventeenth century in contractual transfers between members of the Stationers’ Company, the London guild of printers and booksellers. By the 1660s, the association had become so familiar that one stationer could seek to nullify the royal patent for law books (one of the prime holdings of the Stationers’ Company) by revising the conventional image of the proprietary bookseller, arguing that guild members had no special claim to these books because “the Author of every Manuscript or Copy hath . . . as good right thereunto, as any Man hath to the Estate wherein he has the most absolute property.” The monopoly, it was asserted, abridged the rights of both authors and the poorer booksellers, and served to “Disseise them of their Freehold.” As that example suggests, the vocabulary of real estate came fully stocked with a supply of legal terms and concepts waiting to be exploited; by the eighteenth century, the language of the “estate” and its attendant paraphernalia seemed ripe with promise as a means of elaborating the logic of copyright. These metaphorical possibilities were eagerly developed by the copy-owning booksellers and reinterpreted by their detractors.

Although the world of publishing offers relatively few instances of “market substitutes,” the fear of being crowded out has pervaded the debate over literary property since the early eighteenth century, and it provides a way to make sense of the metaphors of physical space that still abounds in current discussions. Jessica Litman writes that “[t]he model for [copyright] is real property. We cast the author’s rights in the mold of exclusive rights of control. Invasion of these rights is actionable on a strict liability basis, akin to the traditional formulation of trespass to land.” Similarly, Mark Lemley has observed that “the rhetoric and economic theory of real property are increasingly dominating the discourse and conclusions of the very different world of intellectual property.” In what follows, I explore some of the uses and implications of the spatial metaphor in England after the adoption of the Statute of Anne, which provoked a wide array of conjectures, both serious and ironic, about the nature of copyright infringement and the identity of the text. The measure might be called the “copyright reduction act,” given that its most controversial clause imposed a twenty-eight-year maximum on a safeguard that had been taken to last in perpetuity under the rules of the Stationers’ Company. The Statute of Anne is notable
not because it created a right to prohibit others from printing without authorization, but because it associates the right with the author rather than confining it to the guild, and this gesture is crucial to the double movement by which the act fostered general awareness of the doctrine while abridging its duration.29

This pattern provides a means of reconsidering the history of copyright by reassessing one of its central actors—the proprietary author, who has been cast in variously heroical, tragical, and farcical roles ever since the copyright debate began. Scholarship in this area, tracking the emergence of copyright law and the shift in literary theory that culminated in the Romantic celebration of the unique personality, has argued that textual property and original authorship come into visibility as mutually constitutive terms; as Mark Rose puts it, “The distinguishing mark of the modern author . . . is proprietorship; the author is conceived as the originator and therefore the owner of a special kind of commodity, the work.”30 However, in emphasizing the rise of the solitary, creative genius, critical histories of authorship have tended to bracket competing accounts of the author’s identity and provenance; accordingly, critics have dwelt on those who anticipate the modern proprietary syndrome, while passing over the indifference, ambivalence, and even hostility that other writers displayed toward the protective logic of copyright.31 The image of the text as a limited terrain was invoked repeatedly in the course of the copyright debate and remains fundamental to our understanding of copyright—but far from providing a neutral means of adjudicating conflicts over access and restriction, this figuration discounts in advance the very possibility of unhampered access to a domain whose exclusive status associates it with privacy and privation.

I. THE DUAL ECONOMIES OF COPYRIGHT

The real-estate trope is often aligned with an economy of scarcity, a view of literary production and commerce grounded in the logic of an inelastic marketplace.32 Such constraints figure most saliently in arguments against piracy, arguments premised on the assumption that “the sale of a book is . . . confined to a certain number,” so that illicit reprinters are said to resemble squatters: “If a man be not turned out of his house, it may be said, he is not put out of possession; but, if twenty or thirty people are allowed to enter it, and
take up free quarters with his family, he might as well, and sometimes better, be fairly kicked out of doors.”

As the scope of copyright protection has expanded, these anxieties about cramped space have been applied not only to the verbatim reproduction of texts but to the whole spectrum of imitative writing, from unauthorized sequels to shared plot devices.

On this view, writers are trapped in a zero-sum economy in which an increased demand for one title translates into a corresponding decline for its competitors, however they are defined. This is the economic logic underlying the language of “literary theft” and “plagiarism” (from plagiarus, “kidnapper, slave-stealer”). These terms, often applied to various forms of imitation other than verbatim reproduction, treat copying as a form of seizure, an abduction of the author’s brainchild. Talk of misappropriation and pilfering suggests that texts are diminished through copying, as if the novelist who “borrows” a plot has removed something from the book, leaving it incomplete. To the opponents of perpetual copyright, the metaphor of literary “theft” was worthy only of scorn; these commentators joked about invading “lettered Property” by “stealing [an] Old Woman’s Gingerbread Letters,” and wondered whether readers might be restrained from “conveying” the doctrine of a book to those who had not purchased it. In both cases, immaterial goods are sardonically imagined as having a physical form that would make them capable of exclusive possession. Although the gingerbread joke trivializes the issue, the pun on conveyance as description and expropriation usefully captures one of the paradoxes of copyright, allowing the press of ideas to carry a force that is at once physical and mental.

Posed against this economy of scarcity is one of abundance, in which plots, characters, and techniques circulate freely without any threat of depletion. This view of the literary economy may be discerned in the etymology of “copy,” from copia, “transcript, duplicate” (an extension of the word’s root sense, “copiousness, plenty”); analogously, “author” derives from augere, “augment, increase.” Here the author is a principle of multiplication, not merely recycling the resources in the literary commons but expanding their range, so that each use enlarges the stock of the trade. Prevalent in Renaissance theories of authorship as amplification, and invention through imitation, the economy of abundance accords with an emphasis on the text’s immateriality. To disregard the text’s material dimensions is to ignore its only means of depletion, so that any future use becomes a form of increase. This notion, the source of much resistance to copyright in the eighteenth century,
has been translated into the doctrines of “fair use” and the “public domain,” but in neither instance has the idea of abundance survived. Fair uses are “fair,” in large part, because even in what is assumed to be a zero-sum economy, they pose no threat to any potential market for the source text. The public domain consists of material that is not eligible (or is no longer eligible) for copyright protection, so that even under conditions of scarcity, an author may not legitimately monopolize that material. The law of real property offers a parallel in the form of the commons, a shared space whose potential remains theoretically unlimited—though, as we will see, advocates of strong copyright protection in the eighteenth century were ready to predict its demise in the absence of stricter control over subsistence farming.

These two alternative economic models correlate with the two views of “originality” in copyright law. On the one hand, the literary economy may be seen as a world of endlessly recyclable material, forever mutating into new variants “original” enough to distinguish them from their precursors. In that framework, “originality” inheres in every composition other than a direct copy; rather than providing a means of distinguishing among texts to justify protection for a particular subset, it appears coextensive with the very act of writing. Conversely, advocates of expansive copyright protection—usually writers determined to cleanse the bookstores of “market substitutes”—use a much stronger notion of “originality” to stand in for their economic concerns. These writers, who consider their own publications to display a high degree of novelty, seek to police the efforts of others who would exploit these innovations. In light of that contrast, “originality” simply devolves into a pair of antithetical views on how writing takes place and how it circulates—and those views help to inform the high- and low-protectionist positions in copyright law.

The contrast between these two positions and the economic beliefs that underwrite each one would be rehearsed repeatedly as the copyright debate wore on and the opposing sides attempted to specify—or dismantle—the text’s basic components. The dispute over the metaphysics of literary property can hardly be explained by reference to the language of the 1710 act itself, which says nothing about plagiarism and very little about property, instead focusing on the printing of “Books and other Writings, without the Consent of [their] Authors or Proprietors.” This formulation ranks authors and proprietors equally, but the act was passed at the behest of the
latter, the London booksellers who controlled the publishing industry. They acquired manuscripts according to the same principles that govern the modern “work for hire” doctrine, generally refusing to publish any book unless they could purchase the “copy” outright, without any offer of royalties. Before the Statute of Anne, the booksellers had limited the registration privilege to company members, effectively preventing most authors from owning copies in the first place. That system ended in 1695, when Parliament allowed the Licensing Act to lapse, destroying the printing monopoly. The result was that book piracy, formerly practiced surreptitiously by a few daring printers, rose dramatically.41

In the following years, the booksellers repeatedly petitioned for a return to registration, belatedly switching tactics after a series of failures. Initially, they emphasized the rising tide of seditious pamphlets, making dire but ineffective predictions about the future of unlicensed printing.42 Then, in his 1704 Essay on the Regulation of the Press, Defoe proposed a return to the formalities of licensing and suggested that books should be required to carry the author’s name—a policy, he noted, that would also discourage piracy. He added that if writers were liable for sedition, then conversely their property in nonseditious works should be secured by law: “[If an Author has not the right of a Book, after he has made it, and the benefit be not his own, and the Law will not protect him in that Benefit, ’twould be very hard the Law should pretend to punish him for it.”43 The booksellers, who had already shown some awareness of the author’s utility in promoting their own ends,44 quickly took up this argument, rehearsing it in their next campaign to reinstate their lost powers, in 1707. That attempt failed, but a similar petition succeeded in 1709, producing the Statute of Anne and incidentally turning Defoe into one of the unacknowledged legislators of his day.45 In one of the many ironic cruxes punctuating the history of copyright, the booksellers appropriated Defoe’s argument for authorial rights as a means of securing literary property for themselves, raiding his Essay for the terms that would, they insisted, help to protect writers against unscrupulous marauders.

Although the booksellers were initially the primary beneficiaries of the statute, as they had expected, its limited term of copyright protection suggests that other concerns—involving the rights of authors and the reading public—were also at stake in the legislation. Books that had already been published were to receive twenty-one years of copyright protection. For new books, the statute provided that after fourteen years, “the sole Right
of printing or disposing of Copies shall return to the Authors . . . if they are then living, for another Term of fourteen Years." The two-term arrangement relies on but significantly revises the patent regulations, which provided for a single fourteen-year term. The booksellers, opposed to such a fundamental reduction of their power, petitioned against the term limit as the bill was working its way through Parliament, and later, when confronted with this problem in court, they glossed over the fifteen lawless years preceding the Act and explained that the drafters had never intended to undermine the copies’ durability, but had only meant to impose stricter penalties for piracy within the specified time frames. The proprietary author was invoked repeatedly by both the proponents and critics of copyright as the debate picked up steam, but this elusive figure was rarely to be seen in the literary marketplace.

II. THE TRAGEDY OF THE COMMONS

It was the booksellers’ demand for perpetual protection, the effort to preserve the text as securely as a tract of land, that ignited the pamphlet debate, which lasted from the mid-1730s until 1774, when the House of Lords finally upheld the statutory limit in Donaldson v. Becket, condemning the booksellers’ efforts at “monopoly.” Known as “the battle of the booksellers,” the conflict pitted the leading members of the London publishing industry against their rivals in Glasgow and Edinburgh, where the Statute of Anne did not apply. The debate also included the less established English booksellers, whose inability to invest in copies excluded them from the most profitable activities in the trade. The conflict turned not over the provisions of the Statute of Anne but over the wealthier booksellers’ efforts to maximize its protections by widening its scope beyond a prohibition on piracy and extending its duration beyond twenty-eight years.

As to the scope of copyright protection, the courts generally construed the statute narrowly. In 1761, for example, the Lord Chancellor refused to sanction a magazine editor for reprinting the text of Johnson’s Rasselas verbatim, except for the author’s “moral reflections.” A satire on the contemporary literary scene, published a few years later, urbanely defends writers against the charge of theft by insisting that most of them “never stole any thing except lines and sentences, which by the bye is not made penal as
yet by any statute.”51 Although the publishers had little success in claiming a broader scope of protection than the literal terms of the statute afforded, this did not spare them from their critics’ mockery; for example, a gastronomically inclined writer objected to their claim to a sole “licence to utter, vend, print, pirate, abridge, hash, fritter, part or parcel.”52 As with the line about the legality of stealing, the joke’s most obvious implication is that copyright had not even begun to limit writers’ access to plots, themes, and ideas; the subtler implication, however, is that the law actually encouraged such partial takings by protecting any text so long as it could be distinguished from its neighbors.53 By limiting its attention to piracy, the Statute of Anne promoted a literary culture fueled in part by imitative writing.

The term of copyright protection was a more contentious matter, and provided the main ground on which the battle of the booksellers was fought. The controversy began in earnest only in the mid-1730s. The booksellers who petitioned for copyright legislation had spoken of their common-law rights, but those suggestions were not incorporated into the statute,54 and during the first two decades following its passage, while all books received blanket protection, the booksellers had no need to spell out a comprehensive theory of copyright. In 1731, the protection afforded to “old” books was due to expire. The booksellers, however, continued to operate as if their rights were still in force, preferring to remain quiet until forced to act.55 A seemingly propitious occasion arose in 1735, when Parliament was considering a bill that would offer copyright protection for engravings.

Proposed and supported by the artists themselves as a means of deterring unscrupulous printmakers, the Engraving Copyright Act passed into law without much debate: the artists issued one pamphlet on their own behalf, and their opponents issued none. By contrast, the booksellers’ attempt to secure another extension of copyright generated a small flurry of pamphlets, opening with an attack on the bill that ultimately provoked three or four rebuttals. In an unsuccessful attempt to align their cause with the engravers’, the booksellers again presented themselves as guardians of authors’ rights, but apparently sensing that the mere assertion was insufficient, they also began to cite Lockean property theory and the language of natural rights in their pamphlets. Although the legislation failed, the booksellers’ tactics set the terms for the future of the debate; as John Feather observes, “After 1735, it was never again entirely possible to exclude some consideration of the rights of authors when copyright law was under discussion.”56
This period, then, witnessed an acceleration of the copyright debate and an increasing reliance on the metaphorics of real estate. Cited by the booksellers throughout the 1735 altercation, the imagery of estates, fields, trees, and plants burgeoned in the growing mass of treatises and legal decisions, reaching its height in 1774, when the House of Lords finally ruled against perpetual copyright. Before 1710, the metaphor had remained compatible with a vision of abundance, an emphasis on the rich profusion of the author’s mind. After the Statute of Anne, the idea of a physically limited space provided one of the essential grounds for pursuing the real-estate metaphor.

For an example of land that produces abundance, we need look no further than a 1706 letter in which Alexander Pope invokes the language of engraftment as he considers the protocols of authorial imitation. Consulting the poet William Walsh on the permissibility of borrowing, Pope offers his own justification in a passage that anticipates his couplet in the “Essay on Criticism” about common knowledge transposed into the elegant cadences of the consummate stylist (“True Wit is Nature to Advantage drest, / What oft was Thought, but ne’er so well Express”). In the letter to Walsh, Pope writes,

I wou’d beg your opinion ... how far the liberty of Borrowing may extend? I have defended it sometimes by saying that it seems not so much the Perfection of Sense, to say things that have never been said before, as to express those best that have been said oftest, and that Writers in the case of borrowing from others, are like Trees which of themselves wou’d produce only one sort of Fruit, but by being grafted upon others, may yield variety. A mutual commerce makes Poetry flourish: but then Poets like Merchants, shou’d repay with something of their own what they take from others: not like Pyrates make prize of all they meet.58

Pope draws on an economy of abundance, emblematized here by a literary orchard whose variety guarantees that authors will always have more fruit to pluck, more produce to cultivate, so long as they continue to intermix their stock. Pope formulates his analogy in explicitly financial terms. He allows himself to conceive of a landscape devastated by “Pyrates,” whose ravages would ruin the victims and destroy the orchard according to the metaphor of “theft.” Yet Pope prefers to dwell on the growth economy fueled by tradesmen-poets whose “mutual commerce” not only recirculates but multiplies their resources. Later Pope would ironically salute the inflationary
effects of “paper-credit,” with its hallucinatory ability to translate dearth into excess, but in this mercantilist allegory he describes an admirable luxuriance born of intermixture, a profusion that grows by leaps and yet stays within reasonable bounds. Far from insisting that piratical impoverishment is inevitable, Pope suggests that poets might simply choose otherwise, might opt for recompense instead of theft. The vocabulary of mutual exchange and repayment, of course, can hardly betoken a process of direct, one-to-one reciprocation between individual writers; rather, Pope seems to imagine a common literary fund open to all applicants on the condition that they respond in turn with their own contributions.

In a frequently cited Tatler essay, written in 1709 to elicit support for the upcoming legislation, Addison uses a similar image, describing the productivity of an “ingenious Drole” whose “Brain, which was his Estate, had as regular and different Produce as other Men’s Land.” For Addison, this vision of nature’s bounty is a thing of the past: the drole had an estate in his brain, but paradoxically there was no need to characterize it as exclusive property in those days, because everyone respected his right to claim it as his own. The lapse of the Licensing Act in 1695 seems to be the key event: “Before men had come up to this bare-faced impudence [of open piracy], it was an Estate to have a Competency of Understanding.” Addison’s vision differs from Pope’s in focusing on a single writer’s productive potential, rather than imagining a literary field in which writers practice a kind of collaborative crop rotation that replenishes the commons. Perhaps that focus makes it easier for Addison to move from nostalgia for the days when property rights were tacitly respected, to an endorsement of an explicit property regime. Because of the pirates’ ravages, Addison contends that the produce should be protected as property: as he puts it, the inventive figure who is capable of such “good Husbandry” should have some “Property in what he is willing to produce.” Endorsing the new legislation, Addison presents an ambiguous view of the economy of abundance, treating it as if it were already susceptible to “no trespassing” signs, even though it has the virtue of not requiring such signs. Perhaps the pirates in this description are the same ones Pope had preferred to ignore, but for Addison, it seems that literary abundance is best understood in terms of individual produce, not as part of a growth economy that writers can share in. Writers are entitled to the produce of their own estates, and whether they participate in a wider, mutual commerce involving other writers is left unexplored, perhaps because
that subject would raise uncomfortable questions about the legitimacy of the
writer’s claim to sole responsibility for the goods he calls his own.

If Addison wavers uneasily between two views of literary production,
describing an endlessly generative mind whose capacity is sapped because
of the limited market for its produce, he points toward a view of scarcity that
would become much more prevalent in the pamphlet debate. When the
booksellers sought, in 1735, to extend the term of copyright for another
seven years, they met with an angry response in a broadside titled A Letter
to a Member of Parliament, Concerning the Bill Now Depending in the House of
Commons, the only attack on the booksellers’ position to appear during this
first effort to amend the copyright statute. The broadside begins by predict-
ing that the proposed legislation “will greatly cramp” the diffusion of knowl-
edge and will “notoriously invade the natural Rights of Mankind.” If the
Statute of Anne guards authors’ rights within acceptable bounds, the book-
sellers’ bill would go too far, “establishing a perpetual Monopoly.” After
the expiry of the twenty-eight year term of protection, books may be sold
for less, “render[ing] the Knowledge contained in them more diffusive”; if
the term is extended, books “will be sold at higher Prices, and consequently
be confined to a small Number.” In short, the extension of copyright would
erode the commons, turning the statute’s temporary prohibition on unautho-
rized reprinting into a permanent right that would “invade” others’ rights.
This account draws on a metaphorics of physical space, but only hints at
the real-estate analogy, which was much more prominent in the booksellers’
responses.

The booksellers invoked the language of real estate to argue that writers
are entitled to a proprietary claim even stronger than the right by occupation
that Locke had defended. The first of the booksellers’ many articulations of
this view appears in a pamphlet fashioning itself as a defense of authors’
rights, titled A Letter from an Author to a Member of Parliament, Occasioned
by a Late Letter Concerning the Bill Now Depending in the House of Commons
(1735). The pamphlet asserts that an author “may be said to create, rather
than to discover or plant his Land; and it cannot be said, that an Author’s
Work was ever common, as the Earth originally was.” Though ostensibly
marshaled to justify the extension of copyright for another seven years, this
argument sounds more like a call for perpetual protection, and during the
next forty years the same view would be rehearsed repeatedly for exactly that
purpose. Of course, the difference between creation and mere possession
also distinguishes authors from booksellers, nullifying the argument from creation ex nihilo by reminding us that although inventions can be assigned to others, the inventor’s status itself cannot.

Extending the metaphor, the booksellers also denied that a prohibition against piracy could fuel a full-scale enclosure movement:

The Field of Knowledge is large enough for all the World to find Ground in it to plant and improve. Let every Body do it; let them be encouraged and protected in so doing; let them write and print on the same Subject: But let them not lazily borrow that individual Work, which is the Produce of another’s Labours.70

In the infinitely abundant and expansible “Field of Knowledge,” the booksellers strive to disavow some of the spatial implications of the agricultural metaphor; as their bill worked its way through Parliament, the booksellers published several more pamphlets, repeating arguments and even whole paragraphs from each other, but this vision of a boundless field appears only once.71 Yet despite this emphasis on the inexhaustible abundance of the literary economy, the Letter from an Author undermines its own argument, invoking the technicalities of land law to argue that copyright “is a Monopoly in no other sense, than any Man’s Estate is so. . . . If a Cottager, who has a Right of Common in the Waste of a Manor, should offer to build or plant upon it, those Improvements would belong to the Lord of the Manor.”72

The metaphor now drives the argument rather than illustrating it: logically, the “improvements” must refer to literary refurbishments such as sequels and abridgments—permissible forms of recycling whose legality had never been questioned. Anticipating the modern doctrine of fair use, this account treats a publication that “build[s] . . . upon” the source text as an illegitimate effort to occupy the same ground, depriving the “Lord of the Manor” of what is rightly his. At a time when piracy was the only actionable form of infringement, this analogy offers to expand the law’s scope in precisely the way that the booksellers’ opponents feared. Erasing the difference between the landlord’s property and the commoner’s improvements, between the source text and any contiguous projects in the field of knowledge, the Letter proposes to import the doctrine of landlords’ rights into the realm of copyright, reintroducing the threat of enclosure and legally induced scarcity that the earlier passage had sought to dispatch.
Having contemplated the expansion first of the literary terrain and then of the proprietary claim, the Letter from an Author goes on to reaffirm the inflexibility of the literary marketplace. The prospect of limited-term copyright evokes the specter of a landscape ravaged by freeloaders: “The laying of all Copies open, is such an Expedient to make Books cheap, as the allowing of Cattle to be fed upon every Body’s Land, would be to make Cattle so.” The commons, plentiful though it may appear, has a finite amount of space with little room for latecomers. This vision of a desolate territory that will finally afford no occupancy at all reappears in another of the booksellers’ pamphlets from the same period, which insists that limiting the term of copyright protection is certain to “make the Purchase of [authors’] Copies sink, like the Value of Estates that have a Flaw in their Title.” It seems that perpetual protection is the only acceptable solution, because even the prospect of common literary property, twenty-eight years in the future, threatens to depopulate the marketplace now. Likewise, in the booksellers’ hands, the analogy between books and livestock proceeds by reducing the term of copyright to zero, as if any temporal limit at all constitutes an immediate threat, “the laying of all Copies open.” The world described by the booksellers is one driven by scarcity, in which the commons cannot help to create a sustainable publishing marketplace, but instead will ensure that all writers are ultimately driven out of the market.

Over the next forty years, commentators on literary property continued to grapple with the problem of materiality. Booksellers intent on observing the letter of the law could dwell on the boundaries of the statute and the marketplace, and hence Robert Baldwin, in an advertisement from the early 1750s, announces his intention to reprint several out-of-copyright books, explaining that “as I take the Materials that other Persons have purchased, I can build much cheaper than those who have built and paid great Prices for them; it being well known that most of the present Proprietors of old Copies, have bought them as dear as Freehold Land.” Baldwin’s reminder about the benefits of recycling may evoke the plenitude of the abundant economy, but at the same time, his vision of a lumber-gathering expedition on someone else’s freehold occupies a metaphorical register bordering on the dire idiom that Kenrick uses to describe the unfortunate copyholder who finds dozens of unwanted guests in his house and wishes that he had simply been “fairly kicked out of doors.”
At the same time, critics of perpetuity persisted in detailing the impoverishing effects of enclosure, alleging that the copy-owning booksellers “grudged to others the Gleanings of a Harvest by which they had been enriched,” and mocking the real-estate trope through a satirically literal application of its premise, by which the 1710 act becomes “An Act for the Encouragement of Planting, by vesting the Shoots of Hedges and Branches of Trees, in the Planters, during the Times therein mentioned.” In reducing the literary text to purely material form, this latter summation underlines the creeping threat of privatization; by returning to the original ground of Lockean appropriation—here portrayed as a field dense with privately owned trees and undergrowth—the parody creates an agricultural equivalent for the overweening claims by which the booksellers would translate the statute’s limited protection into a perpetual right.

As the dispute continued, the opposition to perpetuity intensified into an opposition to copyright altogether. In the early 1760s, for example, one pamphleteer insisted that English law recognized only those forms of incorporeal property that could be derived from a material base; thus “Estovers, Advowsons, and Rights of Common” require woods, churches, and manors—and so property in texts, “if it exists at all, must necessarily partake of the Nature and Qualities of a corporeal Property! A strange Phenomenon!” The commentator then turns bard as he finds himself “forced to exercise a Poetical Faculty in giving Limbs and Features to this airy Phantom.” The mock surprise underwrites a hostility toward the very concept of literary property, here dismissed as entirely oxymoronic in an idiom only slightly more facetious than the tone Justice Yates would adopt seven years later. Where the 1735 Letter to a Member of Parliament remained content to attack the doctrine of perpetuity while endorsing a limited term of protection, the later phase of the debate marks an increasing insistence on two radically opposed extremes—an utterly enclosed market or an utterly unregulated one—as if the only antidote to the economy of scarcity were one of pure abundance. Just as the dispute over the term limit yields alternative arguments either for perpetual protection or for none at all, the argument about the literary economy morphs into similarly extreme positions.

Further, whereas the booksellers’ debate opened by focusing on the economic conflict among members of the trade, later commentators would begin to emphasize the roles of the author and reader. Extending the logic of his attack on the curiously hybrid nature of literary property, the essayist who
marveled at this “strange phænomenon” went on to describe its singularly brief half-life. The establishment of property in writing, he suggested, would underwrite a raid on manuscripts in general: “Creditors would ravish from Dramatic Writers their half-formed Tragedies, from Clergymen their pious Discourses, the Spiritual Food of their respective Flocks.” Indigent writers and their hungry audience find their provisions drastically reduced in this account, as if the very recognition of this new form of property, even in its nascent state, would bring about a major shift in the allocation of literary resources. Far from establishing authors as proprietors, the new doctrine serves in effect to impoverish them. Later critics would probe the boundaries of copyright to suggest that its prohibitions would impose constraints on readers as well—Yates, for example, would ask whether all forms of transcription were illegal, and Lord Camden, in 1774, would suggest that loaning books might be proscribed.

The “new kind of occupancy” in ideas seemed to have no logical limit, extending its reach into every avenue of the literary marketplace and beyond. Like the pun about the “conveyance” of a thought, the embargo on loaning books confines the reader even as it confines the content of the book. The booksellers, of course, never sought to justify such radical incursions in the name of the proprietary author, and among writers themselves, even the more limited forms of proprietorship met with considerable resistance. Before addressing that critique, however, I would like to consider a pair of writers who enthusiastically embraced the new doctrine in a fashion that responds to the question of the reader’s place, imagining a kind of literary occupation in which the author is endowed with seemingly unlimited potential.

III. MARGINAL OCCUPATIONS

During the same period in which the booksellers’ pamphlet wars were heating up, William Warburton and Samuel Richardson took up the question of copyright protection, advancing its implications far beyond the limits that the booksellers were claiming. Warburton, Pope’s literary executor, seems to have been the first figure outside of the bookselling industry to defend the doctrine of perpetual copyright when he published *A Letter from an Author . . . Concerning Literary Property* in 1747. There he follows the Lockean argument based
on the author’s labor. By contrast, when he came to publish his edition of Pope’s posthumous *Works* in 1751, Warburton took a more aggressive stance, combining the roles of editor and predator in a prefatory warning to the poet’s enemies: “Together with his Works, he hath bequeathed me his *Dunces*. So that as the property is transferred, I could wish they would now let his memory alone.”84 Pope’s entire Grub Street demonology, it seems, is part and parcel of his literary estate, implanted in the grounds that made Warburton “one of the richest landlords of literary property in the century.”85 Fettered to the lines of the *Dunciad*, entailed in the copyright, the dunces find their own freedom constrained by this literary executor-cum-executioner.

Equally remarkable is Richardson’s outraged response to the booksellers who brought out an unauthorized sequel to *Pamela* in 1741. At a time when expansions of others’ stories were commonplace, Richardson saw this “spurious Continuation” as an infringement of “his Right to his own Plan” and advertised that he was “actually continuing the Work himself, from Materials, that, perhaps, but for such a notorious Invasion of his Plan, he should not have published.”86 Richardson treats the novel’s underlying conception as a material quantity, capable of dissipation and recovery. The intensification of the copyright debate at mid-century seems to have provided the conceptual background for Richardson’s high-handed view of authorial rights, scarcely even intelligible within the terms of contemporary law. To be sure, Warburton and Richardson both represent extreme instances—Warburton’s massive inheritance derives from Pope’s own proprietary zeal, unmatched in his day, whereas Richardson, a printer by trade, was unusually sensitive to criticism and to the economics of the publishing marketplace. Yet however exceptional their claims, these writers dramatize a familiar problem in copyright doctrine, a problem implicit in the dispute over how to define infringement but explicit in much of the eighteenth-century debate: they show how the expansion of authors’ rights may threaten to diminish the reader’s rights.

That conflict would resurface when Richardson’s third novel, *The History of Sir Charles Grandison* (1753), was reprinted without authorization in Dublin, outside the geographical bounds of the English copyright statute. Styling himself “the Editor and Sole Proprietor of this new Work (New in every sense of the Word),” Richardson decries “the Invasion of his *Property*” and gives equal weight to every component of the book: “[N]ever was Work more the Property of any Man, than this is his. The Copy never was in any
other Hand: He borrows not from any Author: The Paper, the Printing, entirely at his own Expence." The equation of plot and paper flies in the face of the emerging copyright doctrine, which distinguished the book’s material and ideational aspects in order to reserve the latter to the author. Richardson, almost certainly aware of this development, stresses the enormity of the theft by aligning the intellectual and material property as if both parts were equally depletable—as if meddling with the plot of his new work involved the same kind of theft as piracy. Seeking to discredit the Dublin booksellers for their “Attempt to possess themselves of [the author’s] whole Property,” Richardson stresses the indivisible nature of the property in question and, in consequence, suggests once again that the author comes to own the work at the reader’s expense. His power struggle finds its fullest exemplification in Clarissa (1747–48), whose margins he peppered with pointing hands and a mass of ever-accumulating footnotes that wrest interpretive control away from the reader, hammering home the author’s own perspective. That Lovelace annotates Clarissa’s letters in precisely the same manner helps to display the power of the editorial hand, and to suggest that the fiction of editorship actually strengthens Richardson’s control in a way that mere authorship could not. Casting himself as the text’s first and most privileged reader, Richardson occupies the space between producer and consumer—he preoccupies the text in order to manage its reception.

Warburton, too, exploited the editorial apparatus of ownership, ushering the reader through Pope’s Works with rows upon rows of footnotes that often occupy more space than the poems themselves. Nor does the editor limit himself to playing chaperone in the lower margin; in the frontispiece, his own profile basks in the light of center stage, displacing Pope’s into the chiaroscuro above. In his expansive editorial role, Warburton restages the dilemma posed a decade earlier in Pope’s most famous legal victory, which established the principle that letters qualify for protection as manuscript property—a ruling that begins, at the same time, to complicate the relationship between writer and reader. In Pope v. Curll (1741), Lord Hardwicke ruled that the recipient of a letter is not free to publish it without the author’s consent, because the recipient can claim only “the property of the paper” and therefore has “at most . . . a joint property with the writer.” Hardwicke, then, at least provisionally entertains the possibility that readers may come to own a share in the material they read. As if to emphasize the limited space in which such a principle might operate, Warburton covers
Pope’s Works with his own copious editorial hand, forestalling any claims on reader’s part. Even more elaborately than Richardson, the editor fills up the margins, arrogating the text to himself according to the principle of first occupancy.

Warburton’s apprehensive strategy takes on a somewhat different cast in the hands of William Blackstone, who would reaffirm this sense of competition over the text’s limited terrain when he represented one of London’s leading booksellers in Tonson v. Collins (1762). Seeking to defend Jacob Tonson’s claim to perpetual copyright in the Spectator, whose statutory term of protection had expired, Blackstone frames his argument as if he were speaking for Addison, here cast as an exasperated landlord coping with presumptuous visitors. In relying on the claim of the author as creator, rather than the bookseller’s right by purchase, Blackstone exposes the tortuous logic implicit in such reasoning. Although he observes Hardwicke’s distinction between the text’s material and immaterial components, Blackstone imagines a much more direct confrontation between author and reader, and seems to award the author some part of the material property as well. Criticizing the argument by Joseph Yates, as opposing counsel, that publication destroys any private property interest, Blackstone explains,

He [i.e., Yates] says, a book, when published, is a gift to the public, like land thrown into a highway. It may be so, where the author conceals himself, and gives no indicia to distinguish his property. The title, the utterance, the vending, are sufficient indicia here. In such a case, it is more like making a way through a man’s own private grounds, which he may stop at pleasure; he may give out a number of keys, by publishing a number of copies; but no man, who receives a key, has thereby a right to forge others, and sell them to other people.

Taken at face value, Blackstone’s analogy credits the writer with more control than even the Romantic theory of authorial genius would allow. By “publishing a number of copies,” the author gives out so many “keys” to his “own private grounds”; the act of reading is thus likened to “making a way through [the author’s] grounds,” so that piracy becomes an invasion of privacy, a means of trespassing into the author’s sanctum. Yet in this litigation it is Tonson, not Addison, who claims the exclusive right to give out the keys by multiplying copies of the Spectator; by conflating the roles of
author and publisher, Blackstone suggests that even after publication, the text remains a private estate from which the author might eject visitors “at pleasure.” The logic by which Blackstone strives to delineate a legal right of property that survives publication—and that serves the author’s interest rather than the bookseller’s—leads ultimately to a vision of absolute interpretative dominion, as if the disgruntled author might simply confiscate his book from those who will not abide by his demands.

In the event, the court exercised its own power to terminate lawsuits “at pleasure.” The legal action was dismissed as “collusive” when it emerged that Tonson, eager to try a test case, had promised to indemnify Benjamin Collins against any liability imposed by the court’s decision. Because the two parties had arranged the case in such a way as to escape the zero-sum logic that typically underwrites such actions, their agreement was understood as a form of collaboration—what one commentator called “a sort of amicable suit”\(^{94}\)—whose geniality removed them from the law’s conceptual framework and hence from its purview. Just as Addison’s praise for the “ingenious drole” and his abundant intellect cannot be accommodated in this argument, so that the essayist must instead be represented as a protective landlord, similarly the courts define their field of operation in terms of scarcity and competition, expelling those who do not conform to the adversarial premise. The practical effect of the typical copyright transaction at this time was to give authors a very limited tenure in their own writings, but the emerging justifications for copyright also allowed for an imaginary version of literary ownership in which authors—or editors—could inhabit the text so completely as to leave little room for any independent claim to occupy its imaginative space. As we have already seen from Pope’s example, however, the metaphor of physical space need not move from fixed bounds to competition over limited resources, and articulations of this more optimistic view continued to appear while the copyright debate was approaching its peak.

IV. A PLACE IN COVENT GARDEN: HENRY FIELDING’S LIMITED ECONOMY

In January 1752, Henry Fielding launched the Covent-Garden Journal, the last major literary project he was to publish during his lifetime. Writing as a seasoned professional in the first issue, he breezily praises his own goods while
groaning about the excessive “Multitude” of periodical essayists already flooding the market with their “small Parcels,” and he underscores the significance of the journal’s locale by drawing on the language of the physical marketplace. Fielding begins by likening the throng of ephemeral journals to the meat stalls of Leadenhall Market, observing that “Consumers” will use both commodities for the same ends, since “there are certainly as many B-ms in the World as there are mouths.” The conceit applies just as readily to Covent Garden’s huge fruit and vegetable market, a block away from Fielding’s home and office on Bow Street, but he adduces this commercial glut only to press forward his claim to a share of the business: “Pray, Gentlemen, make Room for me; —I am but one. Certainly you may make Room for one more.” But no sooner has he pushed his way into the crowd than he shifts ground, wondering if the market can accommodate so many and dismissing his competitors with the same parodic hauteur that he displays in *Tom Jones*: “I do not in the least question, but that some of my cotemporary Authors will immediately, on my Appearance, have the Modesty to retire, and leave me sufficient Elbow Room in the World.” The plea for accommodation has given way to the imperious tones of Blackstone’s landlord, eager to clear out the riffraff. Finally, Fielding resolves the disparity by rejecting the premise that writers must inevitably jostle each other in a confined space. Too many in the profession, he says, behave “like mere Mechanics,” competing to sell identical wares—but any competent writer can stake out a new plot. Turning his back on the crowd, Fielding declares, “[I]t is not my Intention to encroach on the Business now carried on by my Cotemporaries, nor to deal in any of those Wares which they at present vend to the Public.” Unlike Covent Garden, the literary marketplace apparently knows no fixed bounds.

Yet instead of abandoning the analogy between literary and agricultural commerce, Fielding keeps circling around this theme, now exposing the narrow scope of the Grub Street imagination. Where we might expect to see him crowing about his diligent search for a new vein of knowledge, he prefers to taunt his competitors by making the task look effortless. The list of proprietary “Title[s]” already claimed includes only a few items, most notably “that spacious Field . . . called the Land of DULLNESS.” Once again, Fielding parcels out literary tracts in terms of physical space, this time elaborating the metaphor even more facetiously through an appeal to the law of real property, which will, he hopes, excuse him for “accidentally . . . straying
in the said Field,” because “we Wits have, by Prescription, a Right of Common there per Cause de Vicinage, as the Law calls it.” 101 Citing the formula for the right to pasture cattle on a neighbor’s land, if the two adjoining estates have allowed each other that privilege “from time immemorial,” 102 Fielding acknowledges that wits and hacks must both survive by stealing each other’s material, providing fodder for each other’s stock; his reference to the presiding spirit of the Dunciad recalls the Warburtonian legacy of dunc-ehood, with the significant difference that Fielding specifies a property right that seems to exist precisely in order to be invaded.

The legal claim confirms an association already implicit in his choice of address: along with its produce, Covent Garden was famous for its prostitutes, also known in contemporary slang as “hacks,” and indeed, the Journal’s “Covent Garden” section, featured at the end of each issue, often included news of bawds and prostitutes tried in Fielding’s Bow Street court. Presented as an otiose, pedantically literal-minded application of the spatial metaphor, Fielding’s joke reveals his indebtedness to the distasteful wares already circulating in the marketplace; their promiscuous commerce, far from crowding him out, creates a place for his response. Pressed to its logical conclusion, the real-estate analogy would not only explode his vaunted independence, but would also reduce his own territory from an unmarked, unlimited expanse to a relatively circumscribed, if imperfectly enclosed, Field of Wit—and once endowed with a local habitation and a name, his alternative to Grub Street loses its sense of infinite potential and becomes yet one more commercial property. The absurdly strained legalese allows Fielding to have it both ways: fascinated and appalled by the topographical conceit, he keeps spinning out reasons for abiding by its logic, always undercutting them at the same time. Significantly, however, he never describes the free, open space that should supply an alternative. His only concrete images of the literary marketplace, no matter how ironically charged, emphasize the problems of confinement and overcrowding; somewhere on the heights of Parnassus there may be room to breathe, but the mortals in Covent Garden cannot envision any such release.

In this richly ambivalent introduction to his paper, Fielding seems to ridicule the very notion of literary property, here exemplified entirely by products he intends to avoid. Besides dullness, he includes party politics and “personal Slander and Scurrility,” 103 among the goods to be retained by
the hacks; only fleetingly, and by implication, does wit itself become a form of property. He reaffirms the same skeptical attitude in the journal’s fourth issue, which lists his conditions for peace with the “Republic of Grub Street.” In concluding the “Paper War” he has been waging since the journal’s commencement (yet another elaboration of the spatial metaphor, this time more comic than ironic), Fielding stipulates that the Grub Street writers will retain “sole and undoubted Property” in “all Kinds of Scurrility, personal Abuse, and other the known Wares of Billingsgate”; nevertheless, as with his requisition of the duncely produce next door, the crude reference to “B-ms” in the opening essay has already indicated his determination to make free with any scurrility he may require. The notion of a derelict property belonging to nobody figures often in Fielding’s literary jurisprudence, but in this instance he also strives to capitalize on the opportunity, carrying off his abuse even while professing to spurn it. Fielding even hints at the irresistible appeal of such scandalous material when he observes that “the Public will buy the same Scurrility a hundred times over”—a tribute to the magical powers of the abundant economy if there ever was one.

In the treaty that ostensibly excludes him from such sordid takings, Fielding makes no complementary attempt to engross the more respectable literary assets to himself, but he does insist that the Grub Street hacks may not peddle their offensive wares under his name. Even as he disparages any claim to literary property, portraying it as an untenable monopoly on worthless material, Fielding strives to preserve control over his reputation. Alternating between these two poles, he ignores the very limited scope of copyright law, whose restriction to piracy meant that imitations were permissible almost everywhere except in the minds of a few contemporary writers. If his opponents’ ludicrous pretensions to legal title exceed any conceivable statutory basis, Fielding’s defense of reputation requires no grounding in the law of literary property, resting instead on principles associated with libel. Consistently misrepresenting the object of copyright, Fielding identifies its demands with the inflated, contemptible, self-serving claims of the hacks whose trivial and barely distinguishable writings he blames for producing a drug on the market in the first place. The two issues that occupy him throughout both essays—the constricted economy and the claim to legal ownership—seem to represent different aspects of the same basic problem.
Fielding’s distrust of proprietary claims may appear surprising to modern readers, accustomed to copyright as a basic tool of literary commerce and control, but such skepticism was not unusual in the eighteenth century. The distinction between a text’s material and ideational aspects seemed fraught with ambiguities; one commentator found it “about as intelligible, as if one should state JOHN to be the Owner of the CARCASE and LIMBS of the Horse, and THOMAS the Owner of his Colour, his Shape, Speed, and Mettle.” 108 Despite his legal training, Henry Fielding never commented so explicitly on copyright law, but this kind of folk wisdom comes close to the tone of his more farcical pontifications. Even in the absence of any direct statement, Fielding’s plays and novels often reflect on the dilemmas that copyright generates, and his engagements with these problems help to clarify certain aspects of the contemporaneous debate and of the philosophy of copyright more generally.

Foremost among these is what Peter Jaszi calls the founding contradiction of copyright law, which seeks both to “promote public disclosure and dissemination of works of ‘authorship’” and to “confer on the creators the power to restrict or deny distribution of their works.” 109 The same paradox informs Blackstone’s impersonation of a jealous literary landlord and Richardson’s struggles with his readers and imitators. “Many particular doctrinal constructs,” Jaszi adds, “are simply attempts to mediate the basic contradiction between public benefit and private reward. Their instability is guaranteed because the two goals are irreconcilable.” 110 He finds this contradiction reiterated, for example, in the “idea/expression” dichotomy—the doctrine that copyright protects the language of a text but not the underlying ideas it exemplifies. As many commentators have observed, the boundary between idea and expression is impossible to fix 111—but just as remarkably, this doctrine ensures that even under a regime intent on rewarding creativity, the text’s most aesthetically and commercially valuable aspects may fail to qualify for legal protection. 112 The poet who creates a new verse form and the novelist who develops a new twist for a familiar plotline cannot control their inventions, which must be shared with anyone who chooses to use them, like most other elements of the text.

The requirement that authors must inevitably relinquish certain components of their writings provides a kind of legal sanction for the view that
readers somehow “possess” their favorite novels and poems—an especially common perception among literary critics, whose Warburtonian impulses often lead them to arrogate texts (and their attendant dunces) entirely to themselves. As that example suggests, the notion of shared property ultimately proves no more coherent than the idea/expression dichotomy, but at the same time, it recapitulates more directly the paradox inherent in Jaszi’s fundamental contradiction—indeed, it simply reformulates his contradiction in terms of property rather than circulation. Just as copyright seeks both to circulate works and to contrive a means of restricting their circulation, it makes the text public while also attempting to reserve the property to the author. The antinomies of diffusion and conservation are woven into the very fabric of copyright law.

Fielding explores this contradiction by exploiting the incoherence of property in writing. In the *Covent-Garden Journal* essay, the title deeds to dullness and scurrility, no matter how unassailable, prove incapable of keeping the interlopers next door from taking the air or the flowers. Fielding’s carefully staged concessions and withdrawals may seem designed to explode the very concept of literary property, but as we have seen, his inability to describe an open space where texts can circulate independently suggests that writers are doomed to live on each other’s doorsteps, *faute de mieux*. The question then becomes not how to find an alternative space but how to acknowledge and respond to the problem of operating in such a limited sphere. Fielding’s solution is to associate his work with an ethos of abundance while simultaneously relying on the habits enforced by an economy of scarcity—habits that often depend on conservation and frugal management. Such managerial diligence reminds us that property involves not only a status but an ongoing relation between the possessor and the possessed, a need for constant maintenance and oversight.

Fielding’s meditations on public and private property, controlled and unrestricted circulation, raise a number of questions about the legal and cultural boundaries of copyright. His parodic remarks on intercommoning, for example, revolve around the problem of access to private property—a problem that resurfaces four months later in another issue of the *Covent-Garden Journal*, this time in a disquisition on property and natural law. Quoting from Locke’s *Second Treatise*, Fielding bypasses the question of how acquisition occurs, turning immediately to its limits: in his redaction of Locke’s proviso, nobody can “‘acquire to himself a Property to the Prejudice of his Neighbour.’”
The effort at enclosure fails if it would deprive others of “‘Room for as good and large a Possession.’”113 Fielding’s bookseller, Andrew Millar, had spent most of the 1740s claiming exclusive ownership of publications such as *Joseph Andrews* in a suit against the Scottish booksellers;114 by contrast, Fielding here seeks to erode the ground of exclusive ownership, and as the essay continues he moves from Locke to Grotius, whose treatment of natural law and property in *De Jure Belli ac Pacis* (1625) explains how common rights may obtain in “‘those Things which are already become the Property of others.’”115 First Fielding adds Grotius’s qualification that “‘private Property . . . [must] be interpreted so as to depart as little as possible from natural Equity’”;116 then he explains that “in the last and greatest Necessity, ‘that old Law of using all Things in common, revives again.’”117 Even in a world ruled by private property, the commons persists, ready to provide an alternative mapping of space and resources.

A similar model informs Fielding’s earlier argument against exclusive possession, directed in that case against the denizens of Grub Street. There, Fielding anticipates the doctrine of fair use, suggesting that a writer may avail himself of his neighbor’s pen without necessarily being guilty of infringement. What Fielding exploits as common ground represents the spoils of his “Paper War,” though to characterize the outcome in such unilateral terms risks missing the point that both sides have succeeded in despoiling each other. Put more generally, the literary feud provides an occasion for each side to exploit the opponent’s productions, to promote business all around by poaching the enemy’s prose and posturings. It appears, in fact, that Fielding undertook the “Paper War” for this very reason, proposing to John Hill of the *London Daily Advertiser* that the two columnists entertain the town—and boost their respective circulations—by professing to attack each other in print.118 The productive possibilities of such feuding must have been obvious at least since the Pope-Curll disputes that began in the 1710s, but whereas Fielding’s suggestion may not have been especially innovative, his appeal to the language of property helps to remind us that such aggressive intercommoning, though perhaps not a case of the “last and greatest necessity,” has often characterized literary feudalism since the eighteenth century, and occasions what is now one of the grounds in United States law for evaluating “fair use”—the exception for parodies.119 Indeed, given the tendency of certain literary factions to establish their own identity by pillorying their rivals, it might not be going too far to say that
with the parody defense, the U.S. Code has created a means of survival for writers who would otherwise find themselves without any resources.

If the “Paper War” provides an alternative justification for the intercomming that Fielding had elsewhere defended as well-established custom, the joke about enclosing fields that were once left open raises the question of what exactly the proprietors must do to effect such a conversion (while departing as little as possible from natural equity), and how, given all these constraints, anyone could ever validate the charge of infringement. This question proved especially salient for Fielding, who would, just a few weeks after commencing his new paper, find himself accused of drawing on Smollett’s *Roderick Random* for the characters of Partridge (in *Tom Jones*) and Mrs. Matthews (in *Amelia*). The charge appeared in an anonymous pamphlet, possibly by Smollett himself, and Fielding never bothered to respond, having anticipated precisely this contingency in *Tom Jones*, where he remarks, “I have sometimes known a poet in danger of being convicted as a thief, upon much worse evidence than the resemblance of hands hath been held to be in the law.” In the dismissive comment on plagiarism, as in his vision of a fold that remains private but nevertheless yields the cud for his own ruminations, Fielding finds something for the author to possess (a subtly conceived character, a province of wit or nonsense) while removing any means of protecting it. Indeed, Fielding’s own sense of proprietorship seems to have been confined to his reputation, as he hints in his negotiations with the forces of Grub Street over the exclusive rights to his name. Throughout his career, Fielding objected when he found others’ work “fathered” on him, but as he watched the imitations and extensions of *Tom Jones* proliferate, he said nothing at all. Without claiming to abolish the category of literary property, Fielding reduces its force, evidently restricting it to precisely the same limits as statutory copyright.

Yet if he rejects the account of literary property that would guard the author’s characters, themes, and conceptions, Fielding nevertheless retains some part of its linkage between the authorial personality and the text. His affinity with the masters of Dunce Manor, his determination to remain in their vicinity (or vicinage), may reflect the cramped conditions of the literary marketplace, but it also suggests the difficulty of separating these two estates: both sides find themselves compelled to share their resources, and the difference consists entirely in how they use these materials. Fielding may be thought to anticipate Wilde’s axiom that “the true artist is known by the
use he makes of what he annexes, and he annexes everything.” Wilde’s aestheticism allows him to wave away the problem that Fielding facetiously obfuscates through his citation of legal jargon—the question of how to distinguish fair use from theft—and yet although both writers gravitate toward the conclusion that all use is fair, Fielding at least tacitly associates “borrowing” with a sort of kinship that Wilde never acknowledges. It is their longstanding affiliation, after all, that justifies Fielding’s “Trespass” into his neighbor’s field, and yet that act also seems to cement their association, as if these continued foragings helped to maintain an interdependence that would otherwise fall away. Indeed, given the uncertain divisions of Fielding’s literary London, one might conclude that any faction could make itself at home wherever it liked, trespassing first and adducing its cause de vicinage afterward. Fielding helps to suggest the plausibility of this kind of indiscriminate feudal warfare when, in the lexicon of modern jargon that he published alongside his treaty with Grub Street, he defines “Dulness” as “A Word applied by all Writers to the Wit and Humour of others.” Casting himself as the Jonathan Wild of Covent Garden, always ready to forage in the next field over, Fielding suggests that neighbors tend to make good fences—and fences tend to establish themselves wherever they like. Where the modern law of fair use focuses mainly on the material which has been copied, and on how the use affects the source, Fielding attends to the copier; the modern doctrine of “transformative use,” designed to license those imitations that alter their sources, takes on a different meaning under the aegis of Fielding’s land law, which hints that users may also find themselves transformed at the same time.
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